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His was a summons to the continuing conversion of the Australian church, especially focusing on the need to re-imagine church around mission, reclaim the centrality of evangelism, confront the reductionism of the gospel and foster interdependence among congregations and with the global church. Do you want to read the rest of this article? com July 11, 2010. "THE CONTINUING CONVERSION OF THE CHURCH" by Dr. Stan Helton. ASSEMBLY TIMES Church is suppose to be the place conversions of the church before verted Ministry” which was aimed (people?) of new life, but so often embarking on the mission of con- at ministers of established church Sunday Morning: we experience it as the place of verting the world. While there are S0C 2S0 Conversion of the Church instantaneous moments along (306)577-2477 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, the way, Jesus usually works onthe- 2000) charts how the church through the ordinary and mun- mount@sasktel.net came to be in this place. In dane tasks of life. The Continuing Anglican movement, also known as the Anglican Continuum, encompasses a number of Christian churches, principally based in North America, with an Anglican identity and tradition but are not part of the Anglican Communion. These churches generally believe that traditional forms of Anglican faith and worship have been unacceptably revised or abandoned within some churches of the Anglican Communion but that they, the Continuing Anglicans, are preserving or “continuing” both Anglican lines